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Atlas of Endoscopic
Neurosurgery of the Third
Ventricle
Basic Principles for Ventricular Approaches and Essential Intraoperative
Anatomy
The current literature lacks a practical guide to intraoperative endoscopic
anatomy of the third ventricle
Features a wealth of intraoperative images and CT / MRI images,
complemented by schematic drawings
1st ed. 2017, XII, 271 p. 455 illus., 397
illus. in color.

Printed book

Content prepared in easy-to-follow, intelligible language, intended for a broad
audience, from graduate students to experienced neurosurgeons
This book describes in practical terms the endoscopic neurosurgery of the third ventricle and
surrounding structures, emphasizing aspects of intraoperative endoscopic anatomy and
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ventricular approaches for main diseases, complemented by CT / MRI images. It is divided in
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two parts: Part I describes the evolution of the description of the ventricular system and
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intraoperative images of endoscopic procedures, focusing in anatomy and main pathologies,
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Endoscopic Neurosurgery of the Third Ventricleoffers a revealing guide to the subject,

eBook

traditional ventricular anatomy, besides the endoscopic neurosurgery evolution and current
concepts, with images and schematic drawings, while Part II presents a collection of
complemented by schemes of the surgical approaches and CT / MRI images. TheAtlas of
addressing the needs of medical students, neuroscientists, neurologists and especially
neurosurgeons.
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